Earth Day Celebration
Seminar on plastic pollution and management

India Peace Centre co-partnership with St. Francis De Sales College has organized earth Day
celebration on 22nd April 2018 at India Peace Centre Civil Lines, Nagpur. Mayor of city Nagpur
was received at the entrance by the members of the India Peace Centre and St. Francis De Sales
College, Nagpur, along with the students holding banners giving the message of “Reduce Plastic
usage” and “Earth Day” placards. The tree plantation was done by the mayor in presence of
other. Mr. Roy George being the host of the event welcomed the chief guests, dignitaries, and
the audience. Mrs. Nanda Jhinchkar, Mayor of city Nagpur delivered a small message from her
side on the reduction of plastic usage and how she will take all the required initiatives to
promote the same idea in order to make our city, world a better place to live. Mr. kasta Dip,
Director of India Peace Centre in order to introduce to explain what all projects have been
undertaken until now by the organization delivered a small speech. The felicitation chief guest
Mr. Milind Pagare followed by the presentation of Plastic pollution and Management wherein
he focused on sharing about the effects of Plastic usage on the country and how one can help
the situation in innumerable ways to support the long life of a healthy earth.

Mr. RajanTalmale then took the dais to share his experiences and ideas with the audience of
how we conserve the earth from dying. He also shared about some of the upcoming projects
that will be undertaken by his department that is PCCF wildlife conservation which also lead to
a number of questions from the audience which an evidence of audience attentiveness and
eagerness to know more about the plastic issue.
“BE ORGANIC” Nagpur group, a group which produces the non-plastic objects and things which
our brought by us for daily use, prepared a kit for all the dignitaries presented by Mr. Milind
Pagare. The event a successful one delivered by Mrs. Sulabha Chakravarty a very active
member of the India Peace Centre. The whole India Peace Centre family along with all the
people who attended the session assembled in amongst the green pastures in order to give a
final message of saving the earth by holding the placards high.

